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Nomination letter:

The FAI GOLD PARACHUTING MEDAL for Juliya Angelova

Dear Ladies and Gentlemen’s,

Based on the Procedures for the FAI Awards, we would like to submit the following nomination for your kind consideration:

Due to her great sporting successes for pass time and her 84th birthday, we would like to nominate Juliya Angelova for the FAI Gold Parachuting Medal. Full details concerning his achievements are following.

We are confident, that the great devotion as well as personal accomplishments and many years of work of Mrs. Juliya Angelova make her an extremely worthy candidate for this FAI Award.

Should you need any further information or supportive documentation, please contact the undersigned who shall be happy to supply you with any requested information.

I remain with our very best regards!

President of Bulgarian National Aeroclub
Ani Stamenova
Nominee: Mrs. Juliya Angelova
Born: 25th January 1937 in Sofia, Bulgaria
Qualifications: Deserved Master of Sport
Professional Skydiver and Skydiving instructor more than 50 years.

Sports Achievements:
- First jump in the far 1950, with 2500 jumps
- 1956 – First gold medal for Bulgaria in team accuracy
- Bronze in individual accuracy jump
- 1958 – Bronze in individual combination
- Bronze medal absolute championship team
- Bronze medal combination team
- 1960 – Second place and silver medal in individual accuracy
- 1962 – Silver medal in team accuracy
- 1964 – Silver medal in team accuracy
- From 1965 active skydiver instructor, she is the Bulgarian parachutist with the most medals from Worlds Championships.

Justification: Juliya Angelova started only 14 years old and 20 years is active athlete in Bulgarian National Skydiving Team in all discipline for this time. After she stopped with active competitions, she was main instructor and rigger in Sofia aeroklub. It she’s trained thousands in skydiving sport students. She don’t have so many jumps, but help so many people to be a good skydivers and she help a lot for Bulgarian skydiving sport for many years. Mrs. Angelova believes that her vocation over the years has been skydiving sport. She still dreams of jumping and dreams of seeing the Bulgarian skydivers at the top again.

For these reasons, we think that Mrs. Juliya Angelova is a good candidate the FAI Gold Medal for Skydiving for her outstanding accomplishments and contributions to the skydiving sport.